Chris and Tom
Team-Teach
Skit 2. "Tom and Chris Team-Teach"

Cast: Patrick as Tom, JuanPa as Chris

**Tom:** Ummm, hey, Chris.

**Chris:** (Nods in acknowledgement) Tom.

**Tom:** Ummm, I see we are scheduled to team teach graduate macro.

**Chris:** That is correct.

**Tom:** Ummm, so, ummm, maybe we should coordinate.

**Chris:** I was thinking that we should do a serious course on Bayesian statistics.

**Tom:** Ummm, but, ummm, maybe we should do macro since it is graduate macro. I was thinking maybe, ummm, labor search.

**Chris:** Hmm, That doesn’t sound very interesting. How about structural VARs?

**Tom:** (Long pause) Maybe something on optimal taxation.

**Chris:** I don’t think so.

**Tom:** Why not optimal taxation?

**Chris:** Because I can’t fit an optimal tax problem on a styrofoam cup.

**Tom:** (Long pause) Maybe we should just coordinate our outfits. What do you think about wearing blue shirts?

(On the screen pops Caty’s picture of Tom and Chris wearing the same blue shirt.)